SINGLE POST SIGNS

SIGN PANEL LENGTH 5'-0" TO 15'-0"

SIGN PANEL LENGTH 16'-0" TO 24'-0"

ELEVATION

NOTES:
1. The location of the horizontal splice line is dependent on the sign panel manufacturer for signs greater than 5'-0" in depth, mounting bolts and clamps are required on each of the horizontal splice line at each support beam.
2. Position sign panel so that mounting beams will clear truss connections and arm to post joints, where interference cannot be avoided, 1/2" square notes to pass the A4 U-bolts may be drilled through sheet and angles or truss connection members as necessary.
3. Torque stainless steel sign panel mounting bolts to 9 foot-pounds.
4. 1/4"-nit for Type C-1 and C-2, Others, A7.
5. A step plate is required at each mounting beam under sign panel.